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The many benefits of houseplants
The lines between the
outdoors and indoors are
being blurred. Homeowners build extensive outdoor
living spaces so they can
relax on weather-resistant
furniture and even cook
in lavish kitchens in their
backyards. In addition,
indoor three-season rooms
full of bright, open windows
that showcase outdoor
vistas challenge the boundaries between outside and
inside.
For those working with
limited budgets, there are
some easy, inexpensive
ways to enjoy the majesty of
natural landscapes indoors.
Houseplants can be used to
improve indoor spaces, and
they also provide various
health beneﬁts.
Help with allergies
According to WebMD,

rooms with houseplants
tend to have less dust and
mold in them than those
without any foliage. Leaves
and other parts of the
plants serve as natural
ﬁ lters, catching airborne
particles and allergens.
Plants with textured leaves
might be especially effective at trapping particles.
Put more oxygen into the
air
The human respiratory
system works by bringing
in oxygen and releasing
carbon dioxide. Plants do
the opposite during photosynthesis. They absorb
carbon dioxide and then
release oxygen. Plants can
put much more oxygen into
the air, improving indoor
conditions.
Increase indoor humidity
and reduce illness

Studies from the Agricultural University of Norway
found that indoor plants
can increase humidity
in indoor spaces, which
decreases the incidences of
sore throats, dry coughs,
dry skin, and the common cold. Higher absolute
humidity can decrease the
chances of survival and
transmission of the ﬂu
virus.
Filter the air
Researchers who presented their work at the 252nd
National Meeting & Exposition of the American Chemical Society found certain
houseplants can combat the
potentially harmful effects
of volatile organic compounds. Plants may help ﬁ lter out VOCs like benzene,
acetone and formaldehyde,
which can enter indoor air

via cleaning supplies, drycleaned clothes, furniture,
printers, and paints.
Can improve mood
Growing and caring for
plants can alleviate everyday stress. A nationwide
study from UK Magazine
Gardeners World found 80
percent of gardeners declared themselves satisﬁed
with life compared to 67
percent among non-gardeners. Gardeners were more
positive mentally. Greenery
can help people feel more at
home and improve mental
health. A rehab center in
Norway found patients reported a greater increase in
well-being four weeks after
having greenery added to
their surroundings.
Houseplants can improve
indoor areas and positively
affect personal health.
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Design ideas to give your home a farmhouse feel
Farmhouse style
homes are having a
moment. A 2020 survey
from Homes.com asked
more than 5,000 adults
across the United States
about their favorite
house style from a list
that included bohemian
craftsman, mid-century
modern ranch, French
chateau, and Tudor,
among others. Modern
farmhouse was the
runaway winner, as
participants in 42 of the
50 states indicated this
simple, cozy style was
their favorite.
Home renovation
projects can help
homeowners put their
own unique stamp on
their homes, and such
projects can be both
aesthetic and functional in nature. The following are some farmhouse
design elements homeowners can consider as
they look to transform

th
i h
i
their
home iinteriors
with this popular style
in mind.
• Exposed beams:
Exposed beams instantly evoke images of a
farmhouse. The home
improvement experts at
BobVila.com note that
this rustic renovation
project can utilize real
wood or faux beams
that look like the real
thing. Decorative
beams that have noth-

iing to do
d with
ith a home’s
h
’
structural integrity can
be installed by skilled
do-it-yourselfers. However, even faux beams
are heavy, and BobVila.com recommends
homeowners have an
engineer assess their
existing structure prior
to installation.
• Distressed wood
ﬁ nishes: Distressing
is designed to make
something look less

th
f
Di
d
than perfect.
Distressed
wood ﬁ nishes can be
found throughout many
farmhouse style homes.
Furniture and picture
frames can provide the
distressed look farmhouse fans are looking
for. This is a relatively
inexpensive project
that many homeowners
can tackle on their own
after watching some
online tutorials that
recommend the right

l and
d techniques
h i
tools
to
get the job done right.
• Kitchen sink: Many
components combine
to create a truly classic
farmhouse kitchen. But
perhaps no component
is more essential than
the classic farmhouse
sink. The renovation
experts at HGTV note
that a classic farmhouse sink features
a deep, wide basin.
Farmhouse sinks are

large enough to handle
all the dishes that come
after a big family meal.
Old-fashioned porcelain
sinks are worth consideration by homeowners
who want their kitchen
sinks to evoke a traditional farmhouse feel.
• Countertops: HGTV
recommends butcher
block countertops for
homeowners who favor
European farmhouse
style. Homeowners
overhauling their
kitchens to create a
farmhouse feel should
consider installing a
large island with a walnut butcher block countertop for an authentic
farmhouse feel.
Farmhouse style
homes are wildly
popular. Some simple
renovations can help
homeowners with a
fondness for farmhouse
style bring this classic
look into their homes.
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Signs it is time to overhaul your kitchen
Remodeling a kitchen
adds value to a home.
Remodeling Magazine’s
“Cost vs. Value Report”
indicates mid-range
kitchen remodels
cost about $66,000,
and homeowners can
expect to recover about
60 to 80 percent of that
cost at resale.
Homeowners may
wonder if remodeling
their kitchens is worth
the investment. But
homeowners should not
just consider cost, but
also the current conditions of their kitchens
when deciding if a
renovation project is
the right move to make.

These signs indicate it
may be time to renovate a kitchen.
• Breakers are triggered: If the lights go
dark from a tripped circuit breaker every time
you try to microwave
and run the toaster
oven at the same time,
your wiring is likely
not up to the task of
handling the workload
and could be out of
date. A kitchen remodel
will assess wiring load
needs and an electric
overhaul may be necessary.
• Lack of storage: One
of the biggest hassles
homeowners encounter

in their kitchens is a
lack of storage space. If
making a meal involves
a Jenga-like stacking
and rearranging of
kitchen tools, or if
an avalanche occurs
whenever you search
for an item, you might
need more storage.
A carefully planned
redesign can achieve
this, even in a smaller
kitchen.
• Outdated appliances: Even if your appliances are not avocado
green or mustard yellow relics of the 1970s,
they might still need to
be replaced. According
to CRD Design, appli-

ances are only expected to last around 10 to
15 years. If appliances
have become unsafe or
energy hogs, it could be
time for a remodel.
• Family is expanding
(or shrinking): Kitchens often are the heart
of a home. They need to
meet the needs of the
family that resides in
that home. A remodel
can add space as needed. On the ﬂ ip side,
when a couple becomes
empty nesters, kitchens
can be redesigned and
downsized to reﬂect
their new needs and
desires, such as the addition of a wine chiller

or espresso station.
• Poor lighting: Task
lighting is essential
in a kitchen, but older
homes may not be
equipped with lighting where it’s most
needed. A carefully
designed remodel can
improve lighting with
under-cabinet lights,
pendants, overhead
lighting, and even natural light to make the
space attractive and
more functional.
• Frequent run-ins:
The notion that you
can have too many
cooks in the kitchen
refers to having too
many people trying to

pitch in or offer their
opinions. However, it
also can apply to when
too many people are
gathering in a small
space. Redesigning a
kitchen can improve
the efficiency of a space
and make the room feel
larger.
• Aesthetic appeal:
Many kitchen remodels have been inspired
by unsightly kitchens.
Cosmetic changes can
lead to big improvements.
Kitchen renovations
can add instant appeal
and help address issues
that tend to plague
outdated rooms.

Make safety an important part of home cleaning
Safety may not be on the
minds of people when they
gather equipment and cleaning supplies to clean their
homes, but even seemingly innocuous items can be
dangerous. Here are ways to
prevent cleaning and organizing accidents.
Never mix cleansers
Cleaning chemicals are
often effective because they
employ bases or acids to

produce cleaning actions. By
themselves, many of these
products are generally safe
to use provided users adhere
to the usage instructions and
precautions. However, when
mixed together, certain cleaning products can be extremely
hazardous. According to Velocity EHS, an environmental,
health, safety, and sustainability advisement company, users
should never mix products

LAFEVER

containing acids and bases.
Common cleaning products
containing acids include tub
and tile cleaners, vinegar
and mold removers. Products
containing bases include,
bleaches, glass cleaners, and
drain cleaners. Mixing these
products can produce toxic
gases, intense heat or even
explosions.
Wear masks and safety gear
Whether dusting off the

275 S. Willow Ave.

ceiling fan, cleaning out the
crawlspace or removing debris
from gutters and downspouts,
protect the eyes, hands and
lungs by wearing the right
gear. Safety goggles, durable
gloves and a dust mask are
must-have cleaning supplies.
Cleaning and maintenance
keep homes looking great.
Homeowners should always
keep safety in mind when
cleaning around the house.
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Must-have features in your
bathroom remodel
Veteran homeowners
recognize the value of remodeling their kitchens
and bathrooms. Kitchens
and baths tend to appear
dated more quickly than
other spaces, such as
living rooms and bedrooms, which can always
be revamped with some
fresh paint and new furnishings.
The home improvement pricing resource
Home Guide indicates
an average bathroom
remodel costs anywhere
from $5,500 to $15,000
depending on the size and
scope of the renovation.
However, a bath redo can
increase a home’s resale
value and can return
as much as 68 percent
of homeowners’ investments. As homeowners
plan their bathroom
renovations, it’s a good
time to consider improvements that will improve
function and add design
appeal for years to come.
• Floating vanity: Add
an airy feeling to the
room by creating space
between the vanity and
the ﬂoor. A ﬂoating vanity can be a counter with

Specializing in

a vessel sink or even have
cabinets, as long as the
vanity doesn’t extend to
the ﬂoor.
• Freestanding traditional sink or tub: There’s
something elegant about
a freestanding tub or
pedestal sink. Such features can lend a classic
vibe to a space. However,
freestanding ﬁxtures
also come in modern or
eclectic forms, so there
are options for any design
style.
• Frameless showers:
Switch to a walk-in
shower option, which
improves aesthetics and
makes it easier to “age
in place” in a home. Pair
that frameless shower
with clear glass shower
doors so sightline in the
space remains unencumbered.
• Dual sinks and vanities: With a double vanity,
two people can share the
space and easily use the
bathroom without getting
in each other’s way. One
vanity with two sinks
works, but homeowners
can create even more personal space by dividing
vanities and mirrors.

• Small textured tile
on shower ﬂoors: Small
textures are appealing
and add safety. The added
texture and grouting will
keep feet from slipping
on wet ﬂoors. Also, opt
for mold-resistant grout
to make cleanup even
easier.
• Special shower heads:
Invest in shower heads
that can run the gamut
from creating steam
showers to rainfall effects. Some showers will
have multiple shower jets
to offer an invigorating
experience.
• Improve drainage:
Increase the diameter
of the drain pipe in the
bathroom from the standard to a two-inch drain
pipe. This will reduce the
risk of clogs and overﬂow
leaks.
Additional considerations for a bath remodel
include heated ﬂoors,
well-placed and attractive
storage options and a
toilet enclosure for added
privacy. These and other
bathroom renovation
ideas can add value and
improve the appeal of the
room.
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How to maintain
hardwood floors
Hardwood f loors
have long been sought
after by home buyers.
In its 2019 “Remodeling
Impact Report,” the
National Association
of Realtors® revealed
that new wood f looring
was the fourth most
popular project to attract buyers.
Of course, hardwood
f loors aren’t just for
buyers. Homeowners
who already have hardwood f loors know just
how impressive these
f loors can be, especially when they’re well
maintained. Maintaining wood f loors is not
necessarily as straightforward as it may
seem, and homeowners
may benefit from a tutorial on how too keep
the f loors under their
feet looking good.
To polish or not to
polish?
Polishing f loors is
an inexpensive way
to keep them looking
good. But the home
improvement experts
at BobVila.com note
that not all f loors can
be polished, and determining which ones can
depends on the finish.
Floors with waterproof barriers such as
urethane will benefit
from routine polishing.
However, f loors with
penetrating finishes
like tung oil will need
to be waxed rather
than polished.
What finish is on the
f loor?
The Hardwood Distributor’s Association

recommends a simple
way for homeowners
to determine which
type of finish is on
their hardwood f loors.
Homeowners are advised to rub a finger
across the f loor. If no
smudge appears, then
the f loor is surface
sealed. If a smudge is
created, then the f loor
has been treated with
a penetrating seal. The
HDA also notes that
recently installed wood
f loors are likely surface sealed.
How often should
f loors be polished or
waxed?
Wood f looring professionals recommend
polishing f loors that
can be polished once
every few months.
Waxing wood f loors
does not need to be
done as frequently, and
most can benefit from a
fresh coat of wax every
12 to 18 months.
What can I do on a
daily basis?
Some simple tricks
and daily maintenance
can help wood f loors
maintain their impressive look.
• Utilize f loor mats.
The HDA notes that
f loor mats near entryways can reduce the
time it takes to clean
hardwood f loors and
reduce the wear and
tear they endure. For
example, tiny particles
like dirt can scratch
the f loor and contribute to the kind of minor damage that adds
up to significant scar-

ring over time. Floor
mats near entryways
ensures that most of
that dirt never makes
it to the wood f loors.
• Vacuum without
a beater bar. Some
vacuums contain
beater bars, which are
designed to pick up
human hair, dog hair
and other things that
conventional vacuums may not be able
to pick up. The HDA
advises vacuuming
without the beater bar,
as it can contribute to
small scratches in the
f loor. Sweeping with
a high-quality broom
or microfiber cloth is
another way to pick up
dirt without damaging
f loors.
• Use manufacturer-recommended
cleaning products.
Local home improvement stores sell a host
of hardwood f loor
cleaning products, but
the HDA notes that
many f looring manufacturers now sell
their own hardwood
f loor cleaners designed
specifically for their
f loors. These products
are likely homeowners’
best bets. Homeowners
who can’t find them
can seek recommendations from a local
f looring retailer.
Hardwood f loors are
attractive for many
reasons. And they look
even more stunning,
and last much longer,
when homeowners
make an effort to maintain them.
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Popular renovation projects during the pandemic
Spending so much time at
home during the pandemic led many homeowners
to spruce up their homes.
According to HomeAdvisor’s
2021 State of Home Spending
report, spending on home improvements increased by an
average of $745 per household
in 2020.
In the face of travel restrictions and social distancing
guidelines, many homeowners pivoted in 2020 and spent
money they initially intended
to use for vacations on home
improvements. Though many
such projects required the
services of a professional contractor, others, including the
most popular project among
the 5,000 homeowners who
participated in the HomeAdvisor report, were do-it-yourself endeavors. That not only
gave homeowners’ homes
a new look, but also gave
them something to do during
quarantine. The following are
the ﬁve most popular home
improvement projects of 2020
according to the HomeAdvisor report.

11. IInterior
t i painting:
i ti
J
Justt
under 35 percent of participants reported taking on
an interior painting project
in 2020. Interior painting
projects can be perfect for
DIYers, but homeowners also
can trust this task to skilled
professionals.
2. Bathroom renovations:
Real estate professionals
routinely report how much
prospective buyers love
updated bathrooms, so it’s
no surprise that roughly 31

h
percentt off h
homeowners who
took part in the HomeAdvisor
report indicated they renovated their bathrooms in 2020.
3. Flooring: Floors took on
a lot of extra traffic during
the pandemic, so it shouldn’t
be too surprising that ﬂooring projects were popular in
2020. More
than onefourth of participants told
HomeAdvisor
their homes

d t d with
ith a new ﬂoor
were updated
during the pandemic.
4. Landscaping: With
nowhere else to go to escape
the daily grind in 2020, many
homeowners took to their
yards. Twenty-four percent
of those homeowners reported making their backyard

retreats more appealing by
repairing or upgrading the
landscaping outside their
homes. In fact, the average
homeowner reported completing 3.4 landscaping projects
in 2020.
5. Kitchen: Another project
that makes sense given the
circumstances, kitchen renovations were the ﬁ fth most
popular home improvement
project in 2020. Restaurant
closures and social distancing guidelines led many
people to dine in more often
than they otherwise would,
and just under 23 percent of
homeowners reported renovating their kitchens in 2020.
As the world gradually
emerges from the pandemic, many homeowners who
caught the renovation bug
while in quarantine also will
be emerging with what feels
like an entirely new home.
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The secrets to cold weather entertaining
Upon the arrival of
cold weather, people
tend to move indoors
and limit their time
spent in the elements.
For those who live in
places where there are
restrictions placed on
indoor entertaining and
gatherings, it may be
challenging to ﬁ nd ways
to spend time safely together as temperatures
drop.
Outdoor entertaining
in winter may be challenging, especially in
regard to keeping everyone warm. The following are some solutions
that can help people
stay warm and have fun
outside.
Invest in ﬁ re pits
Fire pits are an affordable way to heat a patio
or another outdoor area.

They can be great places
for friends and family
to gather around and
enjoy special occasions.
They’re readily available from garden centers
and home improvement
retailers at a variety of
price points.
Permanent ﬁ re pits
can be built by a homeowner or professionally
built by masonry experts.
Install an outdoor
ﬁ replace
A step up from a ﬁ re
pit, outdoor ﬁ replaces
not only add warmth,
but also improve the
ambiance and value of
an outdoor entertaining
area. Set up outdoor
furniture right next to
an outdoor ﬁ replace and
you have a cozy alternative living room where

everyone can gather.
Explore outdoor heating systems
Few things are more
effective at warming up
outdoor entertaining
areas than patio heaters
and infrared heaters.
These devices are far
more effective than average ﬁ re pits or ﬁ replaces. One or two heaters
will be enough to keep a
large entertaining area
warm.
Keep cozy options
available
Guests should dress
warmly, but having a
basket of throw blankets, scarves and parkas available for extra
warmth while mingling
is helpful. Use outdoor
rugs to insulate from the
cold from the ground up.
Serve hearty foods

and beverages
Stews, chilis, soups,
and other hot foods
can help guests warm
themselves up from
the inside out. Warmed
cider, hot chocolate and
mulled wines also can
be served to help people
stay warm.
Get moving
Incorporate activities
that encourage guests to
move around and stay
warm. Beanbag tosses, dancing and even
sports like ﬂ ag football
can keep guests’ blood
ﬂowing.
Entertaining outdoors
doesn’t have to stop
when the weather cools.
Find ways to stay comfortable and safe when
entertaining outside in
the cold.
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